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The Center for Public Interest Law has ju~t released Volume 3., No. 1 of the 
California Regulatory Law Reporter . The Reporter includes in it a summa~y of the 
actions of the major regulatory agencies in California, now numbering some sixty. 
It also includes a summary of the advocacy activities of public interest groups, 
a summary of litigation as it pertains to regulatory law, and a summary of legisla-
tion relevant to the administrative agencies of California. In addition, feature 
articles and commentary have been increasingly prominent in recent issues. 
The issue just released includes an expanding commentary section. The Reporter 
lists, in one of its subject~ for commentary, the new groups of tradesmen seeking 
state licensing. "Running contrary to the general trend for deregulation, tradesmen 
have been, in fact, clamoring vigorously for their own regulatory board or commission," 
states Editor-in-Chief, Robert Fellmeth. He continues, "The Reporter suspects that 
much of this clamor is based on a desire for cartel protection, since vitually none 
of it derives from any consumer concern." 
Fellmeth states, "The Reporter, only half seriously, suggests a number of addi-
tional categories for regulation which have been unaccountably excluded from state 
government thus far. The Reporter makes a facetious case for the regulation of 
rock concert promoters (look at the issues of noise, crowd control, drug use), the 
regulation of roller derby (physical safety), astrologists , palm readers and crystal 
ball gazers (issues of consumer fraud, and, of course, competence). The commentary 
does not mention the fact that an astrology board was seriously proposed in legis-
lation several years ago. The Reporter commentary section concludes its analysis 
arguing with a not-quite straight face that paperboys and, finally, "butchers, 
bakers and candlestick makers," all be regulated by boards and duly 1 icensed. As to 
each, the commentary makes a compelling case, based on health, safety and consumer 
fraud." 
A second commentary discusses the newly proposed rules of the Geology Board, 
seeking to define "competence" for purposes of 1 icensing geologists. As the Reporter 
states, "This is a problem the Board of Psychology, Board of Behavioral Science 
Examiners, and many other boards find rather difficult. since it is difficult to 
l~cense competency when nobody knows what it is. The Geology Board's solution to 
the problem is noted in the (ommenta ry. 
The Commentary also discusses in some detail the most recent performance of the 
Office of Administrative Law. A superagency serving as an umbrella over all other 
regulatory agencies, OAL was created several years ago to minimize red tape. The 
commentary describes the OAL consideration of a completely uncontroversial rule ~o 
change the time for response to a notice of proposed action from 12 days to 10 days 
prior to its publication in the notice register. The Reporter examines this and 
oth2r issues relating to the OAL. 
The California Regulatory Law Reporter is published quarterly by the Center for 
Public Interest Law, USO School of Law, Alcala Park, San Diego 92110. Subscriptions 
are $24.00 annually. # # 
